Dental Considerations in Dandy-Walker Malformation
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Abstract

Dandy-Walker malformation is a rare congenital cystic malformation of the posterior cranial fossa. Patients with Dandy-Walker malformation show signs and symptoms of complex clinical manifestations, ranging from cranial nerve and cerebellar dysfunctions to extracranial abnormalities, which may pose challenges in dental management. In the current report, an 11 year-old boy with Dandy-Walker malformation presented with fracture of previously root canal-treated right maxillary central incisor. He was developmentally delayed, hearing and visually impaired, and presented with ataxic gait. Following clinical examination and behavioral assessment, dental treatments including gingivectomy, fiber post bonding and coronal restoration were planned and completed under the use of oral sedative medications. Patient tolerated the procedure well without complications during and after the treatment. Despite the complexity of Dandy-Walker malformation, the careful review of medical history and proper behavioral assessment suggests that dental treatment can be achieved in the dental chair.
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Introduction

Dandy-Walker malformation (DWM) is a congenital abnormality of the posterior cranial fossa with reported incidence of 1:25,000 to 1:35,000 live births [1,2]. The classic clinical trials of the DWM are absence of cerebellar vermis, cystic dilatation of the fourth ventricle, and the enlargement of posterior cranial fossa [3]. In approximately 80% of diagnosed DWM cases, the syndrome is accompanied by hydrocephalus and developmental delay [4]. Other posterior fossa malformations such as Dandy-Walker variant, mega-cisterna magna, Blake’s pouch, and arachnoid cyst, show overlapped clinical features with DWM and are believed to be parts of the continuum of the syndrome [5-7]. The term Dandy-Walker Complex has been suggested to describe the diseases as spectrums opposed to separate entities [8].

The pathogenesis of DWM results from the disturbance of the cerebellar development during the fourth to seventh weeks of fetal development [3]. The etiology of DWM is unclear but is believed to result from the combination of environmental and genetic factors. Environmental factors including prenatal exposure to alcohol, teratogenic agents, certain types of medicines, maternal infection, and maternal diabetes, have been shown to contribute to the cause of DWM [9] more recently, the DWM causative genes FOXC1 on human chromosome 6p25 and linked ZIC4 on human chromosome 3q24 have been identified [10,11]. Affected individuals exhibit clinical presentations associated with the severity of the intracranial and extracranial anomalies. The enlargement of posterior fossa and the tumor mass compression causes an increase in intracranial pressure, which manifests clinically as headache, nausea, vomiting, and irritability. The dysfunction of cerebellum manifests as gait disturbance, ataxia, and hypotonia. Cranial abnormalities detected in DWM are spenium hypoplasia, abnormal cerebral gyri, aqueduct stenosis, dolichocephaly, and malformation of dentate nucleus in the brain stem [12,13]. The intracranial abnormalities include clinical manifestations of delayed motor development, cranial nerve dysfunction, visual and auditory impairment, abnormal breathing patterns, or impaired intellectual development, depending on the degree of affected intracranial structure [14,15]. In 26-38% of DWM cases, the patients also present with extracranial manifestations including congenital heart defects (ventricular septal defects, patent ductus arteriosus, atrial septal defects, pulmonary stenosis, AV canal defect), intestinal anomalies, renal defects (polycystic kidneys, cryptorchidism), and syndactyly [16] in the head and neck area, DWM patients may present with cleft lip and/or cleft palate, high arch palate, strabismus, macrocephaly, frontal bossing, hypertelorism, facial angioma, and dysmorphicacies [13,17]. In addition, DWM has been reported to associate with many syndromes affecting craniofacial regions including the oral-facial-digital syndrome type I, PHACE syndrome (posterior fossa brain malformations, hemangiomas, arteriolar anomalies, coarctation of aorta and cardiac defects and eye abnormalities), and Ellis-van Creveld syndrome [18,19].

The ages at diagnosis varies depending on the degree of anomalies. Although nonspecific, the early signs of DWM including macrocephaly, enlargement of skull in the occipital area and apnea, may be observed in the newborns [20]. The diagnosis of DWM is made by the first year of life in 80% of the DWM cases by using computed tomography (CT) and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [21]. Prenatal DWM can be detected and confirmed as early as 18 weeks of gestation by the use of three-dimensional ultrasound and fetal MRI [22]. Undiagnosed DWM in adult is usually detected by incidental findings during diagnostic imaging following head trauma or in the presence of other neurological symptoms including headaches and seizures [23,24]. The treatment options for DWM are the traditional shunt placement, posterior fossa craniectomy, and endoscopic third ventriculostomy [25].

Dental management of DWM can be challenging due to complexity of the syndrome and the variability of the clinical presentations. Previous reports show the dental management of the DWM patients under general anesthesia [26,27]. Here, we report for the first time the...
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On physical examination, the patient appeared to have left side imbalance and ataxic gait as he walked. His airway assessment was Mallampati classification II and Brodsky's tonsil classification II. He had negative history of snoring or sleep apnea. The patient exhibited Frankl behavioral rating scale II. Although he was able to sit in chair, allowing for examination and prophylaxis treatment, he was reluctant to accept the treatment and his attention span was short.

The extraoral examination showed a concave facial profile, orbital hypertelorism, flattened nasal bridge, thick upper and lower lips, incompetent lips, slightly asymmetric face and chin deviation to the right (Figure 1). The patient was unable to completely close his left eye and was dependent on eye drops. Intraoral examination showed dental age-appropriated late mixed dentition with no missing teeth. The occlusal relationship was Angle’s Classification II Division 1 malocclusion with anterior single tooth crossbite, anterior crowding, deep overbite (5 mm) and 3 mm overjet. His mandibular midline was shifted 2 mm to the right side. There was no sign of soft tissue pathology (Figure 2a). The right maxillary central incisor was previously root canal treated and was restored with composite resin material. The composite restoration was fractured to the gingival one third of the crown. Dark brown discoloration was observed on the facial surface of the maxillary right central incisor (Figure 2b). The tooth was non-mobile, negative to percussion, and negative to palpation. Periapical radiographs showed no signs of root fracture, intact root canal filling material and the absence of periapical pathologies (Figure 2a). The examination of other teeth in dental arches revealed no dental caries. The decision was made to restore the coronal portion of the right maxillary central incisor under the use of oral sedative medications. The proposed treatment plans were gingivectomy to increase clinical crown length and bonding surface area, bonding of a custom post system using fiber-reinforced composite (Ribbond, Seattle, WA), and fabrication of a composite crown as coronal restoration.

On the day of appointment, the patient was instructed to limit intake of food and liquids before the sedation according to the AAPD guideline [28]. On physical examination, patient weighed 23.7 kilograms. The airway evaluation showed clear bilateral lung sound and the absence of upper respiratory infections. The baseline vital signs were as followed: heart rate 94 beats per minute, oxygen saturation 97%, and blood pressure 96/69. The medications given via a cup and a syringe included 800 mg chloral hydrate, 50 mg meperidine and 50 mg hydroxyzine. The medication was wasted 40-50% due to the patient's uncooperative behavior. The wait time was 45 minutes before starting the procedure. The protective stabilizer was used during the time of treatment. Nitrous oxide and oxygen (3L:3L) at the flow rate of 5 L/min was introduced to the patient as he was seated in the dental chair. The right maxillary central incisor was anesthetized by local infiltration of 34 mg 2% lidocaine containing 1:100,000 epinephrine. Gingivectomy was performed on gingival of right maxillary central incisor. Using Nd:YAG laser (Pulse Master 2000, American Dental Technology, Christi, TX) at 1.5 W, 15 Hz with fiber aimed away from the tooth, the free gingiva was removed approximately 1.5 mm on the facial, and 2 mm on the lingual of the right maxillary central incisor. All safety and precautions was followed according to Academy of Laser Dentistry guideline. Subsequently, the root canal filling was removed 2/3 of the working length by using Touch n’ Heat (SybronEndo, Orange, CA) and the gate driven drills. The fiber-reinforced composite was bonded into the canal following manufacturer’s protocol (Ribbond, Seattle, WA). The coronal portion was restored by composite resin followed by removal of occlusal interferences (Figure 2c). At the end of procedure, 100% oxygen was administered for 5 minutes. The vital signs including heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation and dental management of a pediatric DWM case under oral conscious sedation. An 11-year old child presented with DWM presented with the chief complaint of a fractured anterior tooth following endodontic treatment. The restorative options and dental management modalities are discussed.

**Case Report**

An 11-year-old Asian male presented at University of California, San Francisco Graduate Pediatric Dental Clinic with a fractured anterior tooth as his chief complaint. The patient medical history was Dandy-Walker malformation, which was diagnosed after birth along with hydrocephalus. At 1 year of age, the hydrocephalus and the cystic malformation were self-resolved with no history of shunt insertion or endoscopic interventions. However, the DWM had caused impairment in vision and hearing on the left side. In addition, he had ataxic gait with left sided imbalance. He had no current medications and had no known drug allergies. His intellectual development was delayed. He was in his third grade at the time of his presence at the clinic.

For dental history, he had history of complicated crown fracture on maxillary right central incisor following trauma when he was 10 years old. The root canal treatment was completed by a local dentist, using oral sedative medications (30 mg hydroxyzine and 20 mg midazolam) in two consecutive appointments. Coronal coverage was restored by composite restoration, but was fractured shortly after the treatment was completed. The tooth was asymptomatic. He had no current medications and had no known drug allergies. His intellectual development was delayed. He was in his third grade at the time of his presence at the clinic.

**Figure 1:** Craniofacial presentations of dandy-walker malformations. An 11 year-old Asian male with the history of Dandy-Walker Malformation shows craniofacial features including brachycephaly, frontal bossing, orbital hypertelorism, flattened nose bridge, thick upper and lower lips, incompetent lips, downward corners of the mouth, and deviation of chin to the right.

**Figure 2:** Preoperative and postoperative clinical presentation of maxillary right central incisor. The preoperative periapical radiograph of maxillary right central incisor shows intact root canal filling with absence of periapical pathologies (a). The clinical finding shows complicated crown fracture and facial discoloration (b). The tooth was restored using fiber-reinforced composite as a monoblock post system and the composite crown as a final coronal restoration (c).
breathing sound were monitored every 5 minutes throughout the treatment time.

The behavior of the patient during the treatment was very cooperative. He was awake, easily arousable, and was able to follow instructions well. There was minimal movement during the treatment. The vital signs were stable during and after the treatment. The post-operative instructions were given to parents regarding concerns of anesthesia and sedation. The patient met the discharge criteria according to AAPD guideline [28]. The evening follow-up call suggested that patient was able resume his normal activities and tolerate regular diets. There was absence of pain, nausea, vomiting, bleeding, swelling and any other discomfort. The patient was instructed to follow up 1 month, 3 months and 6 months after the procedure; however, he had not shown up due to long travel time and the unavailability of parents’ schedule.

**Discussion**

Dandy-Walker malformation (DWM) is a rare congenital abnormality of posterior cranial fossa. Affected individuals show a range of clinical manifestations depending on the extent intracranial and extracranial anomalies. Previous studies suggest the dental management of DWM patients under general anesthesia and IV sedation [26,27]. In the current report, we presented the dental management of an 11-year-old patient with DWM, who required coronal restoration of the previously endodontic-treated maxillary right central incisor, under oral conscious sedation. Clinically, patient presented with auditory and visual impairment, as well as cerebellar dysfunction as shown in ataxic gait. Review of patient’s medical history showed the absence of extracranial manifestations. Assessment of his airway and his behavior, as well as the amount of required dental restoration, suggested that he was a candidate for dental treatment under oral sedation. The patient tolerated the procedure well and was able to cooperate during the treatment. He recovered and met the discharge criteria after the procedure. This report suggested that patient with Dandy Walker Malformation can be safely managed in the dental chair despite the medical complexity of the syndrome.

CNS tumors are the most common solid tumors in pediatric population with the highest incidence in the children under the age of 5 years old [29,30]. The location of the primary CNS tumors in children is commonly found in the posterior cranial fossa as opposed to the supratentorial tumors in cerebral hemispheres in adults [31]. The development of the posterior fossa tumors has been found associated with genetic disorders and maternal exposure to teratogens. The clinical presentations of DWM vary depending on the severity of the affected organs. The increased intracranial pressure due to the tumor mass and hydrocephaly accounts for cerebellar and cranial nerve dysfunction, neurological complications, as well as intellectual impairment. Nearly half of the affected children with posterior fossa syndromes also presented with extracranial symptoms including cardiac anomalies, renal dysfunction, craniofacial malformations, and abnormal limb development [32].

In the current report, there was negative family history of known genetic abnormalities. The patient presented with the clinical signs and symptoms similar to the previous case report [17] including visual and hearing impairment, ataxic gait, developmental delay, brachycephaly, hypertelorism and flattened nasal bridge. The absence of other extracranial abnormalities may be related to his early resolution of the hydrocephalus and the tumor mass by 1 year of age. The dental findings of Angle’s Class II malocclusion with anterior single tooth crossbite and crowding are similar to the dental findings in DWM reported previously [27]. The increased overjet may be associated with the increased susceptibility to trauma as seen in the current patient.

The dental management of the patients with DWM should involve review of medical history, consultation with physicians for associated extracranial abnormalities, craniofacial examination, oral examination and behavioral assessment. Due to the clinical presentations of DWM as well as potential delay intellectual development, the dental treatment planning should emphasize on preventive strategies. Because of a wide range of the clinical presentations of DWM, the restorative treatment options, if necessary, should be considered based on assessment of individual’s clinical presentations and behavior.

In the current report, although the patient required restoration of only one tooth, the patient’s attention span was not adequate to allow for dental treatment in the regular dental chair. After reviewing of his medical history, the decision was made to treat him with oral sedative medications. The triple cocktail was chosen as the oral sedative regimen based on the patient’s behavior and the length of treatment. The use of fiber-reinforced composite as a mono block post system in place of the conventional post system allowed for greater adaptation and flexibility to the canal, the incorporation of the restorative material into the post system, as well as better time management under the oral sedative medications.

To our knowledge, this is the first report of the dental management of a pediatric patient who presents with Dandy-Walker malformation, using oral conscious sedation. Due to the complexity of the syndrome, as well as the heterogeneity of the Dandy-Walker complex, affected individuals may present with distinct clinical presentations and varied intellectual development, which may be challenging to the dental management. The review of medical history of the current patient shows no contraindication for the dental treatment under oral sedative medications and the patient was successfully treated in the dental chair. Future studies on clinical signs and symptoms of DWM patients in the same and different age groups who require dental treatment will contribute to better understanding of dental management and clinical decision making.
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